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Java has always been an excellent language for working with objects. But  Java’s text manipulation mechanisms have always been limited, compared to  languages like AWK and Perl. On the flip side, a new regular expressions package  in Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) brings hope to the Java text mechanisms. This  package provides you everything necessary to use regular expressions—all  packaged in a simplified object-oriented framework. 

In addition to working examples and best practices, this book features a  detailed API reference with examples supporting nearly every method, and a  step-by-step tutorial to create your own regular expressions. With time, you’ll  discover that regular expressions are extremely powerful in your programming  arsenal—and you’ll enjoy using them! And once you’ve mastered these tools,  you’ll ponder how you ever managed without them.
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Stigmergic Optimization (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
Biologists studied the behavior of social insects for a long time. It is interesting how these tiny insects can find the shortest path for instance between two locations without any knowledge about distance, linearity, etc. After millions of years of evolution all these species have developed incredible solutions for a wide range of problems. Some...
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Methods of IT Project ManagementPrentice Hall, 2009

	Methods of IT Project Management, which focuses specifically on IT project management, is built around the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK).


	Introduction To Project Management; A Systems View and Systems Methodology; The Project Management Framework; Project Initiation; Project Scope and Human Resource Planning;...
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Business Finance: Theory and PracticePrentice Hall, 2009


	This book attempts to deal with financing and investment decision making, with particular

	focus on the private sector of the UK economy. Its approach is to set out the theories

	that surround each area of financial decision making and relate these to what

	appears to happen in practice. Where theory and practice diverge, the book...
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Visualizing DataO'Reilly, 2008
Enormous quantities of data go unused or underused today, simply because people can't visualize the quantities and relationships in it. Using a downloadable programming environment developed by the author, Visualizing Data demonstrates methods for representing data accurately on the Web and elsewhere, complete with user interaction, animation, and...
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Hybrid Intelligent Systems for Pattern Recognition Using Soft Computing: An Evolutionary Approach for Neural Networks and Fuzzy SystemsSpringer, 2005
We describe in this book, new methods for intelligent pattern recognition using soft computing techniques. Soft Computing (SC) consists of several computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic, neural networks, and genetic algorithms, which can be used to produce powerful hybrid intelligent systems for pattern recognition. Hybrid intelligent systems...
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Windows 10 Revealed: The Universal Windows Operating System for PC, Tablets, and Windows PhoneApress, 2015

	Windows 10 Revealed is your essential step-by-step guide to using a desktop, laptop, Surface or Windows Phone running Microsoft Windows 10, providing a complete resource for both the beginner and the enthusiast. Techniques are illustrated step-by-step using photography and screen shots throughout, together with concise, easy to...
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